
PRODUCT LIST

Name IVY SINGLE S

Type pendent lamp

ID PC1215

Description Inspired by nature and its versatility, IVY Single offers nearly endless possibilities for unique lighting compositions. Nature
and its life-giving beauty and strength are the inspiration behind the unique lighting concept called IVY. Just like a growing
plant, so too can IVY create a myriad of images. The collection represents an innovative high-tech concept that makes it
possible to achieve truly unmatched lighting compositions. Hung from special coax cables, the lights are easy to install and
combine thanks to modular components. Variable and precise in craftsmanship all the way down to the smallest detail, they
come in three sizes in either matte light rose, opal, or smoke glass. The distinctive handblown glass elements can be
arranged in a seemingly endless variety of compositions and rightly hold their place among artistic, bespoke lighting
solutions ideal for public spaces, hotels, offices, and many other projects.

Technical description The techniques Brokis applies in the production of glass are rooted in centuries of tradition and require remarkable skill from
master glassmakers. Precision crafting of handblown glass gives each product a distinctive character and unmatched
quality. The glass shades are formed from multiple layers of molten glass, each of which is thoroughly scrutinized by the
glassmaker before being blown into the mould. The triplex opal glass of the shades represents one of the finest materials
used in the lighting industry today. Together with carefully guarded handcraft techniques, the sandwich structure of two
transparent outer layers of crystal and an inner layer of white opal between them lends the glass outstanding visual
properties. To ensure there is no disruption to the overall impression of the lighting composition, IVY Single is hung from
special small-diameter coax cables. The hanging system also simplifies installation and maintenance.

Glass Colour
smoke grey - transparent glass A CGC516
triplex opal A CGC39
light pink - transparent glass A CGC46

Glass surface
acid-etched both side surface A CGSU881

Body finish
iron - white matte powder coating A CCS845
iron - anthracite grey matte powder coating A CCS2675

Cable colour
coaxial cable - silver A CECL2772

Recommended Bulbs
12V, G4, 1.2W, 2700K, 91lm, DIM A CEB1818
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